Data Protection - Be Ready

Be Ready for General Data Protection Regulation (GPDR)
The fear over Data Privacy is growing daily as the increase in connected products
and the Internet of Things (IoT) means that more of our everyday activities are
being tracked, reported and analysed. Companies are seeing the value of big
data, capturing increased levels of customer information. But who owns all this
data and more importantly is it safe? A recent report by HP highlighted that 70%
of IoT devices and sensors examined were susceptible to the top 10 security
vulnerabilities in OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project).
The countdown to get compliant for May 2018 has started: the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the most stringent and burdensome privacy
mandate in the world. Companies that operate within the EU now need to take
extra precautions to ensure the safety of their data, or face a fine of up to 4% of
global turnover. You need to start preparing now to navigate through the
complexity involved in addressing GDPR to comply fully with the regulation.
Let the T&VS Data Privacy testing experts help guide you through the challenging
data privacy environment and ensure you conform to the latest international
regulations.
T&VS Data Privacy Services

Benefits at a Glance

• Data privacy testing experts,

The T&VS Testing services are built on
our deep understanding of the latest
test, verification and security
methodologies combined with years of
practical experience.
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ensuring safety of valuable IP
Perform risk / privacy impact
assessment
Detailed knowledge preparing
sanitised test data
Enable compliance to the latest
international data privacy laws and
regulations
Reduce your test costs whilst
improving quality
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Save Time and Money
World-class Expertise
Independent and Impartial
Global Support
Flexible Engagement Model
Local and Offshore Resources

Why Choose T&VS?
At T&VS we always follow through on our commitments and stay clear on
timescales. We know how to balance your budget with your project objectives.
We are always diligent in our approach and flexible to your changing
requirements as we understand how critical our services can be to your business
success.
Talk to Us

www.TESTANDVERIFICATION.com
info@testandverification.com
@testandverif

Contact one of our consultants today to discuss your
requirements. No hard sales, just pertinent questions to
understand your requirements so that we can help you take
the next steps.

